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Abstract

Repetitive movements are a hallmark of chronic tic disorders such as Tourette disorder (TD) while repetitive behaviors characterize Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). Both disorders tend to frequently co-occur as a substantial number of patients with TD also suffer from OCD and vice versa. The clinical distinction between tics and OCD is usually easy but borderline forms exist. Also, correct symptom recognition is vital to chose the appropriate treatment modalities in both disorders, either pharmacologic, psychotherapeutic (behavioral therapy) or using brain stimulation (deep brain stimulation or repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation).
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Introduction

Both neurologists and psychiatrists have to cope with abnormal movements and behaviors. However, while neurologists primarily treat movement disorders, psychiatrists deal more frequently with behavioral disorders. Movement is defined by the act of moving, whereas behavior defines the way how one acts, especially toward others. This is the main distinction between tics, where symptoms are characterized by a movement dysfunction generally resulting from an urge-to-move or urge-to-do, and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) in which a repetitive behavior responds to an obsessive and irrepressible set of thoughts. However, in certain forms of chronic tic disorders such as Tourette disorder (TD), repetitive complex movement can mimic OCD, while early-onset OCD is frequently associated with complex tics.

From a semiologic viewpoint, repetitive behaviors can occur in a large number of neurologic and psychiatric conditions. Generally, these movements will be labelled as abnormal (dystonia, parkinsonian tremor, catatonia etc), specifically movements or postures that appear non-physiological just by observing the patient. However, one can also witness movements that, when taken as such, are physiological but occur with an abnormal frequency and/or in an abnormal context: tics, stereotypies, mannerisms, compulsions. Regarding compulsions, we speak of behaviors rather than specific movements. Here, contextual anxiety is paramount, and in the majority of these cases clinical evaluation allows to identify obsessive phenomena underpinning the behavior.

Tics

Tics are the cameleons in the world of movement disorders: they may correspond to any kind of movements (motor tics) or vocalisations (vocal tics) occurring naturally, i.e. in everyday life. Depending on their complexity, they are labeled as simple (involving a single muscle or
muscle group) or complex (involving several muscle groups). As a rule, simply observing the patient will not suffice: he or she must be interrogated about the presence (or absence) of a premonitory sensation (urge to do, urge to move) which precedes the tic and which is relieved by ticking, since premonitory sensations are usually experienced as uncomfortable. Note, however, that premonitory sensations are rarely present before the age of 10 [1]. Another feature of tics is that they can be repressed but only for limited periods (ranging between seconds and hours) and that tic suppression requires an effort.

When multiple motor and vocal tics occur in a chronic manner, we are confronted with Tourette disorder (TD). TD is defined by the DSM-5 [2] as the association of at least two motor tics and one vocal tic over a period of at least 12 months with an onset before age 18 (Table 1). Tics usually start in childhood between the age of 5-7 years and are thus initially pediatric [3].

**OCD**

OCD can be characterized by abnormal behaviors rather than movements. Compulsions are defined as repetitive and excessive behaviors the person is obliged to perform in response to intrusive and incoercible ideas; performing the compulsion will temporarily alleviate or interrupt these ideas which are labelled obsessions. Regarding the first DSM and ICD classifications, OCD was initially embedded into the category of anxiety disorders. Anxiety was considered as an essential dimension which mainly allowed to explain the relationship between obsessive thoughts and compulsive behaviors (for instance, “I am obsessed by the dirtyness, this causes anxiety, so I should wash my body” or on the other hand “not washing my hands causes a huge anxiety which might eventually initiate obsessive thoughts”). Today, the DSM-5 classification considers OCD as a distinct disorder, as part of the category of Obsessive Compulsive and Related Disorders, containing Body Dysmorphic Disorder,
Hoarding Disorder, Trichotillomania, Excoriation Disorder and Substance/Medication-Induced Obsessive-Compulsive and Related Disorder.

The major types of OCD are now well identified. The DSM-5 [2] (Table 2) distinguishes: (i) obsessions related to cleanliness or fear of contamination which are associated with washing rituals; (ii) obsessions linked to the fear to harm oneself or close ones associated with checking rituals; (iii) obsessions of symmetry or order associated with counting rituals or repetition compulsions; (iv) obsessive ideas linked to taboos such as sexuality or religious blasphemy associated with checking behaviors or purification rituals. It is crucial to understand the distinction between normal rituals and compulsive behaviors within the frame of OCD. While rituals, in children as well as in adults, correspond to rules and habits that contribute to the structuration of the individual’s daily life, compulsions in OCD are defined by excessive and repeated behaviors that the patients must accomplish in order to alleviate anxiety and/or the frequency of obsessive thoughts. In that sense, OCD should be distinguished from stereotypies which should be considered as repetitive behaviors without a goal directed behavior.

Subjects suffering from OCD describe an intense and overwhelming anxiety when forced to confront their obsessions. They describe a feeling of discomfort and malaise driving the realization of the corresponding compulsion. This behavioral ritual, when appropriately accomplished, can provide a temporary feeling not only of respite but of satisfaction.

Another manifestation of OCD is avoidance behavior by trying to circumvent the obsession trigger. For instance, patients with contamination obsessions will avoid public toilets whereas those fearing to provoke a catastrophe will not drive their cars anymore.

Considering the clinical specificities of both OCD and tics, behavior on one hand, movement on another, it sounds – in principle – easy to establish a differential diagnosis. However, because both disorders sometimes present with excessive rules or habits sequences
which lead to adjustment difficulties in daily life, the overlap between both syndromes is not rare and differential diagnosis tricky.

**Borderline forms**

Despite the obvious differences between tics and OCD, their border can be permeable, even more so since both conditions are frequently associated. For instance, some OC symptoms such as repetitive rituals of touching, obsessions of symmetry may look like complex tics. Additionally, in patients with TD, it is estimated that 60% also suffer from OCD [4]. Conversely, around 30% of patients suffering from OCD also display tics [5]. This temporal and symptomatic overlap might argue for a continuity between both syndromes.

In a large French study on adult patients suffering from TD, two thirds had repetitive behaviors [6]. These behaviors were analyzed both by a psychiatrist and a neurologist with an equal proportion of tics and OCD, but one fourth of patients also displayed mixed forms which could correspond either to tics or to OCD. From a phenomenological viewpoint, behaviors linked to washing/cleaning and checking could be attributed unequivocally to OCD. In borderline forms, symmetry and counting behavior as well as touching and just right behaviors were predominant.

Of note, the age of onset for tics and OCD is different. Tics usually start in childhood whereas OCD begins to manifest in late adolescence or early adulthood. Even though OCD can be considered a neurodevelopmental disorder, it is striking to see that tics are predominantly observed with early-onset OCD, while late-onset OCD is much less frequently associated with tics [7]. This might be in line with the different stages of the neurodevelopmental processes of habit procedures (learning skills) which, when becoming dysfunctional, could concern different deep brain structures [8].
Appropriate differential diagnosis is paramount in choosing the appropriate therapeutic course. With regard to pharmacologic interventions, tics usually respond to antipsychotics (typical and atypical), whereas OCD is targeted by using selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) as first choice treatments, and is treated with antipsychotics only in cases of lack of insight or delusional beliefs.

When using psychotherapeutic approaches, both tics and OCD can be treated by behavioral therapies with a common principle, exposure with response prevention [9, 10]. In both disorders, this technique is destined to help the patient escape from pathological habits in which he or she is incarcerated. Nonetheless, it is essential to clearly identify the major symptom(s) in order to obtain an optimal result.

Pathophysiology

Anatomically, both tics and OCD have been linked to two cerebral structures interacting with each other: the cortex and the basal ganglia. The main hypothesis postulates dysfunctional loops of the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical circuitry. The basal ganglia comprise the striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen), the pallidum (external and internal segment), the substantia nigra pars reticulata and the subthalamic nucleus. These nuclei receive afferences from the cortex and are subdivided into distinct loops: (i) sensori-motor (originating from the sensorimotor cortex), (ii) associative (originating from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and supplementary and pre-supplementary motor areas) and (iii) limbic (originating from the the orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate cortex) [11]. Each of these loops either commands movements (sensorimotor loop) or behaviors (associative and limbic loops) which can be altered variably both in TD and OCD depending on the symptoms and their severity.

Although both TD and OCD initially appear as goal-directed movements (to alleviate premonitory sensations) and behaviors (to alleviate obsessions and anxiety), they eventually
transition into habits with time. For instance, in TD, habit formation has been shown to be enhanced in unmedicated patients due to aberrant reinforcement signals to the sensorimotor striatum which underly the formation of stimulus-response associations [12]. In OCD patients, excessive habits have been associated with hyperactivation of the caudate nucleus, previously implicated in goal-directed behavior, which suggests that habit formation in OCD may result from impairments in this system, rather than differences in the buildup of stimulus-response habits as such [13]. Certainly, the coming years will allow to fine tune our understanding of the balance between goal-directed behaviors and habit formations in TD and OCD as well as other disorders (i.e. addictions), and the anatomical substrates involved [14].

Understanding neuronal circuitry also informs about available neuromodulation brain stimulation treatments, i.e. deep brain stimulation for severe pharmaco-resistant TD, and deep brain stimulation and repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation in OCD. Whereas in TD motor circuits such as the globus pallidus (internal segment) or the thalamus (centromedian/parafascicular nucleus) are preferentially targeted [15], limbic targets are favoured in OCD such as the ventral striatum and the medial part of the subthalamic nucleus [16] as well as the orbitofrontal cortex OFC when using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation [17].

Take home messages

Similarities between tics and OCD are repetitive movements and behaviors which make a precise clinical differential diagnosis necessary. A special situation arises in France where the terms « tics » et « tocs » are often used interchangeably. Also, many patients suffering from chronic tics / TD also suffer from OCD and vice versa. In most cases, however, the clinical distinction will be relatively easy when exploring the physical, mental and emotional landscape of the patients when it comes to symptom manifestation (premonitory sensations /
anxiety / mental imagery). The age of onset is also an important differentiator between TD and OCD. Finally treatment response, in case of doubt, might also be helpful (antipsychotics vs. SSRI).
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